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A significant improvement in the acceleration of the convergence of t̂ 5,j-

the eigenvalue computed by Monte Carlo techniques has been developed by

applying linear filtering theory to Monte Carlo calculations for multi-

plying systems. The usual strategy employed in Monte Carlo calculations

is to start a group of neutrons with a given spatial distribution and

allow these neutrons to diffuse through the system. At each collision

site in fissionable material, the number of neutrons created by fissioning

is estimated. These daughters neutrons become the starting source for

the next generation. The ratio of the number of fission neutrons in the

i+1 st generation to the number in the ith generation is by definition k-eff

for the system.

The Monte Carlo calculation may be modeled as a linear dynamic system.

Measurements of this system are correlated both spatially and serially.

Only noisy observations are obtained from the measurements or realizations

of the Monte Carlo calculation.

Kalman filtering1 ^ is a method for estimating the state vector of

such a linear system from noisy observations. In particular, Kalman fil-

tering is an iterative technique for computing X(t), an estimate of X(t),

where in general, the system is described by:

S(t) - A(t - 1) X(t - 1) + U(t - 1) (1)
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and y(t) is a noisy observation where y(t) is related to X(t) by:

y(t) - H(t)X(t) + V(t) . (2)

In the system described by Eqs. (1) and (2), U(t - 1) is the system forcing

function, which along with the matrices A(t - 1) and H(t) are known for

each instant of time. V(t) is a random vector where E(V(t)) = 0 and the

covariance of V(t) is R(t). R(t) is a known matrix and V(t^) is independ-

ent of V(t2) for t^t2.

The objective of Kalman Filtering is to obtain an estimate of X(t),

X(t), from noisy observations. Specifically X(t) is the value of Z(t)

which minimizes [Z(t) - X(t)]T[Z(t) - X(t)]. That is, X(t) minimizes the

magnitude of the error vector.

Equations (3)-(6) are applied recursively after each observation is

recorded. The boundary conditions G(0), X(0), and a knowledge of R are

necessary to implement the equations. The error covariance matrix of the

state is G(t). The estimate of X(t) from the Kalman filter is a best

estimate (a desirable property of any estimating technique) if £(0) is

unbiased and V(t) is normally distributed. However, even if V(t) is not a

normally distributed random variable, the Kalman filter estimate is the

optimal estimate if the search is restricted to the class of linear

estimators.

The Kalman filter equations for the system described by Eqs. (1) and

(2) is [1, p. 110]:

P(t) = A(t - l)G(t - l)A(t - 1) T (3)

K(t) - P(t)H(t)T [H(t)P(t)H(t)1+R]-1 (4)

X(t) * A(fl)X(t - 1>+ K(t)[y(t) - H(t) [A(t - l)X(t - 1) + U(t-l) (5)

and G(t) - P(t) - K(t)H(t)?(t) (6)
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The Kalman filter described above was applied to a KENO Monte Carlo

calculation of an experimental critical system consisting of eight inter-

acting units of fissile material. This system is described in reference 4.

Significant serial and spatial correlation exists in the individual unit

fission sources. The state vector, X(t), of the Kalman filter consisted

of the fission neutron sources for each of the eight units. The filter

was initialized at time t = 20 by assigning to each component of X(20), the

mean of the first twenty observations. G(20) was set equal to the identity

matrix. At each point in time, t, R(t) was calculated as the ccvariance

matrix using the first t observations. An estimate of k-eff was then formed

by:

i 8

k-eff = f- £ Xi(t) ,
° i=l

A knowledge of the error covariance matrix allows one to calculate the

variance of k-eff:

0^ - hT G(t) h

where hT = (1, 1, . . ., 1)

A comparison of the filter estimate and the Monte Carlo realization was

made. The Kalman filter converged in five iteration to 0.9977. After 95

iterations, the average k-eff from the Monte Carlo calculation was 0.9981.

This demonstrates that the Kalman filter has the potential reducing the

calculational effort of multiplying systems. Other examples and results

will be discussed.
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